DEBONAIR ACCESS

Following through in true Debonair Style, this
wheelchair accessible home is complete with all
features required to enjoy a relaxing getaway.
Offering a large freestanding L-shaped sofa,
wet room bathroom with tile effect wet wall, and
freestanding dining table and chairs these design
elements make this home a comfortable space for
wheelchair users and their families.
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Model illustrated 39 x 12ft - 2 bedroom.
Deluxe bedding set, lounge scatters TV and interior accessories are for display purposes only.
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DEBONAIR ACCESS
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38 x 12 – 2 bedroom/6 berth

STANDARD FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
ú Free standing L-shape suite complete with bolster cushions
ú Free standing table and chairs
ú Pull out bed to lounge
ú Integrated oven and grill with 4 ring hob and electric ignition
ú Low energy lighting
ú Sockets with USB port
ú Recirculating electric cooker hood
ú Designer interior lighting throughout, including over bed reading
lights
ú En suite WC to master bedroom
ú Integrated fridge freezer
ú Exterior fan to main bathroom/shower room
ú Appliance shelf and socket
ú Wide, low threshold entrance door
ú Wide corridor access
ú Full wet room facility with support handles
ú Low height kitchen work surfaces
ú 3ft single mattresses to twin room
ú Access hoist in main bed and twin room
ú TV point above fireplace
POPULAR SELECTED OPTIONS
ð Central heating
ð PVC double glazing
ð Extra insulation
ð Integrated microwave
ð Pre-galvanised chassis or fully galvanised chassis
ð Coffee table
ð Upholstered storage footstool
ð TV points to master bedroom and twin bedroom complete with
signal booster
ð One full size integrated appliance
ð Gas strut metal lift up bed to master bedroom
ð Standard bedding set or de luxe bedding set
ð Lounge scatter cushions
ð Environmental colours, rigid PVC, Canexel or timber cladding
options
Please see our matrix at the back of the brochure for a comprehensive list of options.
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